We study the ambiguity, or "many-to-one"-ness, of two-argument, one-way functions that are strong (that is, hard to invert even if one of their arguments is given), total, and associative. Such powerful oneway functions are the basis of a cryptographic paradigm described by Rabi and Sherman (Inform. Process. Lett. 64(2) (1997) 239) and were shown by Hemaspaandra and Rothe (1. Comput. System Sci. 58(3) (1999) 648) to exist exactly if standard one-way functions exist. Rabi and Sherman (1997) show that no total, associative function defined over a universe having at least 1 two elements is one-to-one. We show that if P '" UP, then, for every d e N+, there is an o(loga n)-to-one, strong, total, associative, one-way function ad. We argue that this bound is tight in the sense that any total, associative function having similar properties to ad but not necessarily strong or one-way must have at least the same order of magnitude of ambiguity as ad has. We demonstrate that the techniques used in proving the above-stated results easily apply to other classes of total, associative functions. We provide a complete characterization for the existence of strong, total, associative, one-way functions whose ambiguity approaches the lower bounds we provide. We say a language is in PolylogP if there exists a polynomial-time Turing machine M accepting the language such that for some d e j;l + it holds that M has on each string x at most 0(logd n) accepting paths, where n~IxI-We show that P ",PolylogP if and only for some d e IR.+ there exists an @(logd n)-to-one, strong, total, associative, one-way function.
Introduction
An important, natnral property of fnnctions is their degree of ambignity, or "many-to-one"-ness. We say a fnnction (J : L' --> L' is h-to-one, where h : 1\1 --> 1\1, if for each y in the image of (J it holds that II{x I(J(x ) = y }II~h(lyl) (the definition of h-to-one for k-ary functions, where k e 1\1+, is analogous).
We study the ambiguity of two-argument, one-way functions that are strong (that is, hard to invert even if one of their arguments is given), total, and associative. Such powerful one-way functions are the basis of cryptographic protocols described by Rabi and Sherman [RS97] (and due, according to Rabi and Sherman [RS97] , to Rivest and Sherman) for two-party, secret-key agreement and for digital signatnres. Strong, total, associative one-way functions were shown by Hemaspaandra and Rothe [HR99] to exist exactly if standard one-way functions exist. Rabi and Sherman [RS97] show that no total, associative function (over a universe having at least two elements) can be unambiguous (i.e., one-to-one). Prior to the present paper, the result of Rabi and Sherman was also the best known lower bound on the ambiguity of strong, total, associative, one-way functions.
We prove that, for each total, associative function (J , if for some d.; E 1\1+ the length of each output string is bounded in the lengths of the corresponding input strings by a polynomial of 1 degree d 6 , then for any b E~+ it holds that (J is not @(logo+logd o n)-to-one. Thus, we obtain a lower bound on ambiguity that simultaneously is greater than the lower bound provided by Rabi and Sherman and depends only on how fast the output lengths grow relative to the input lengths.
How close to optimal is this lower bound? Grollmann and Selman [GS88] and, independently, Ko [Ko85] and Berman [Bern] show that P?" UP if and only if there exists a total, one-to-one, one-way function. UP [Va176] is the class of all languages accepted by a nondeterministic Tnring machine that runs in polynomial time and has on any input at most one accepting path. We show that if P?" UP, then for any d e 1\1+ there exists an h-to-one, strong, total, associative, one-way 1 function, where h : 1\1 --> 1\1 is @(logdn). Moreover, the lengths of the outputs of this function are bounded in the lengths of the inputs by a polynomial of degree 2 d . Thus, in conjunction with onr 1 lower bound result, there is no d'>d such that this function is @(logd'n)-to-one. Intuitively speaking, this means, first, that under a standard complexity-theoretic assumption we can construct a strong, total, associative, one-way function (J whose ambiguity depends only on how long the outputs grow with respect to the length of the inputs and, second, that no total, associative function having the same output-length bounds as (J can achieve less ambiguity (up to a constant factor). Thus the lower bounds we provide are quite tight. The techniques we use to prove the above-mentioned claims can be applied to other classes of total, associative functions. We show that the same tightness argument presented above applies unconditionally (i.e., without requiring that P?" UP) to the class of all total, associative, polynomial-time computable functions. We provide improved lower bounds on the ambiguity (over the bound provided by Rabi and Sherman [RS97] ) for the class of all total, associative, recnrsive functions, and the class of all total, associative functions (where in both cases the functions are defined over the set of all finite strings). In both cases we argue that the bounds are quite tight.
Finally, we provide a complete complexity-theoretic characterization for the existence of strong, total, associative, one-way fnnctions whose ambignity approaches the lower bonnds we provide. We define PolylogP to be the class of all langnages for which there exists a nondeterministic Tnring machine that runs in polynomial time and has on each inpnt XE1:' at most h(n) accepting paths, where n = Ixi and for some d e a:R+ it holds that h : The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the second section we present preliminaries. In the third section we provide lower bonnds on the ambignity of a variety of classes of total, associative fnnctions, each of which inclndes the strong, total, associative, one-way fnnctions. In the fonrth section we prove, nnconditionally in some cases and nnder standard complexitytheoretic assnmptions in others, that the lower bonnds from the third section are tight. The fifth section conclndes the paper and snggests possible fntnre directions.
Preliminaries
Fix the alphabet 1: to be {a, I}. We denote the set of all real nnmbers by a:R , the set of all natnral nnmbers by N, the set of all positive real nnmbers by a:R+, and the set of all positive natnral nnmbers by N+. As is standard, we will sometimes nse a regnlar expression to denote the set of all strings satisfying the regnlar expression, i.e., 1:' denotes the set of all finite-length strings, and 1:' I denotes the set of all finite-length strings ending with a 1. Thronghont this paper, "log" denotes the base two logarithm.
A For 2-ary fnnctions, we will sometimes nse infix notation (e.g., " x" y" ) instead of prefix notation (e.g., " ,,(x ,y ) 
" ).
For each total functionf: A--+A, each k:e N+, and each aEA, we denote by fk(a) the depth-k recursive composition off on a, e.g.,f3(a) =f (j(j(a) 
)).
A functionf : N --+ N is unbounded if for all n EN there exists an m e N such thatf(m) > n. Grollmann and Selman [GS88] (see also independent work by Ko [Ko85] and Berman [Ber77] ) provided the first independent study of complexity-theoretic, single-argument, one-to-one, oneway functions. The definition of a one-way function depends on a notion called honesty, defined as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Grollmann and Selman
L' --+L' is honest if there exists some polynomial p such that for each Z E im(j) there exists an xEf-l(z) such that Ixl":;p(lzl).
Intuitively speaking, honesty guarantees that the function is not hard to invert merely because it shrinks the input too much. For instance, the functionf(x) = 1 10 & [x] is not honest and is trivially not polynomial-time invertible.
In this paper, we do not require one-way functions to be one-to-one. Such one-way functions have been studied in the past. Watanabe, for instance, defines one-way functions as we do below and calls one-to-one, one-way functions strictly one-way [Wat88]. We can modify the above definitions in a natural way to account for two-argument one-way functions [RS97,HR99]. We now define two-argument, one-way functions. Strong noniniertibility captures the possibility that some two-argument, one-way function may still be difficult to invert even when one of its input arguments is known. Strong noninvertibility, in turn, depends on a variation of honesty called s-honesty. Hemaspaandra and Rothe [HR99] ). Let rr : 1:' x 1:'-->1:' be any total, two-argument function. We say" is associative if for all X,y,ZE1:' it holds that x"(y,,z) = (x"y)"z.
Lower bonnds
In this section, we provide lower bounds on the ambiguity of several classes of total, associative functions. As stated in the introduction, our primary goal is to construct strong, total, associative, one-way functions that have low ambiguity. We first provide a lower bound on the ambiguity of such functions that actually applies to all total, associative, polynomial-time computable (but not necessarily strong or one-way) functions. We do not provide a prooffor Theorem 3.1 as it follows almost directly from Lemma 3.2, which is presented below. 
@(logd n) function h : N --+ N it holds that (J is not h-to-one.
Note that both Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 provide better lower bonnds for their respective classes of fnnctions than does the one-to-one lower bonnd provided by Rabi and Sherman [RS97] .
We will show in Section 4 that the lower bound provided by Theorem 3.3 is tight in the sense 
IX(JYI is @((max{lxl,IYI})'), where X,YE1:', then for each bE~+ and each @(logb+IOg'n)function h : N --+ N it holds that (J is not h-to-one.
Lemma 3.4 provides a lower bound on the ambiguity of total, associative functions whose output lengths are polynomially bounded by their input lengths (clearly, all polynomial-time computable, total, associative functions have this property). Moreover, Lemma 3.4 relates the degree of the polynomial bounding the output length to the degree of the radical used in expressing the lower bound on ambiguity.
The following is a brief sketch of how we prove Lemma 3. properties.
• log(k 2 + 1):;o,C2.
• (1) Om goal in this section is to first provide a theoretical framework for constructing total, associative, one-way functions of low ambiguity (in light of the lower bounds from the previous section) and then use this framework to prove that the lower bounds provided in Section 3 are (assuming in some cases certain complexity-theoretic assumptions) tight. We prove that the lower bound provided in Section 3 on the ambiguity of total, associative functions is tight. We prove unconditionally that the lower bound provided in Section 3 on the ambiguity of total, associative functions in FP is tight. We prove that if P# UP, then there exists a strong, total, associative, one-way function whose ambiguity matches the lower bound from the previous section. Finally, we provide a complete complexity-theoretic characterization for the existence of strong, total, associative, one-way functions whose ambiguity approaches the lower bound from the previous section. 
P#PolylogP if and only if there exists a strong, total, associative, q-to-one, one-way function, where for some d e a:R+, q : N --+ N is iP(lol n).
Note that the bound on the output length provided by parts I and 2 shows that the lower bound that Lemma 3.4 provides is tight up to a constant factor.
The theoretical framework we use to prove the above theorems is based on a family of total, associative functions of the form ',Xk as the nth string in the lexicographical order over all finite strings of the alphabet "0" and" I" and"," (for whichever value of n is appropriate) and maps it to the nth element in the lexicographical order of L'. For each total function! : L' --+L' and each total, nondecreasing, unbounded function 9 : [f,g] pads its output in such a way that associativity is preserved and the cardinality of the preimage of the padded string is about the same as the cardinality of the preimage that the unpadded string would have under normal concatenation. Since, however, the padding increases (relative to normal concatenation) the length of the output, the ambiguity increases more slowly than it would if the outputs had not been padded. The function 9 controls the amount of padding. Second, "[f,g] runs some of its inputs through the functionf before it pads and outputs them. We will show that whenever f is assumed to be a one-way function, we can choose a 9 such that " [f,g] is a strong, total, associative, one-way function. Finally, "[f,g] differs from simple concatenation in that rather than conjoining its two inputs side-by-side, it views each string input as an encoding of a sequence of strings and joins the two inputs together by joining together the sequence of strings each input encodes.
In order to get a feel for how " [f,g] (respectively, IwRIOn'l. IzRIQP'I) greater than or equal to g(3) = 6. We will later prove that " [f,g] , for any total f and any total, nondecreasing q, is associative. It is also easy to check that there are only two elements in the preimage of <yR IOni , wRIO"',zRloP) , namely «yRlOm, wRlO n), <z») and «y), <wRlOn,zRIQP»), and that this preimage ambiguity is in some sense due to the associativity of " [f,g] . Note that the padding provided by the string of zeros at the end of each element in the output effectively allows us to use 9 to control the amount of ambiguity in " [f,g] that is "due" to associativity.
The following proposition collects some of the basic properties of " [f,g] and Y[f,g] that we will use in later proofs. Xl, ... ,XkEI' and nv, ... ,nkEN, where k:;o,l, such 
For all x,yEI' it holds that Y[f,g] (x"[f,g]y)
= x"[f,g]Y.
For each zEim(Y[f,g]) there exist
where for each I E{I, ... , i +}} it holds that mi = max{O,g(i +}) -lx/I} and for each I E{I, ...
, which holds because 9 is nondecreasing). Likewise, 
Proof. Choose total, nondecreasing 9 :
such thatf is q-to-one, and zEim (O"[f,g] We conclnde that " [f,g] is (4q2(n) +p(n))-to-one. D We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let p : N --+ N be total, nondecreasing, and unbounded. Define 9 : N --+ N on input n as g(n) o, n}. Thus, for all aEN it holds that max{b EN Ig(b)~a}~p(a) -4. Note that 9 is total and nondecreasing and that if p is recursive, then so is g. Let f :1:' --+1:' be the identity. Thus f is one-to-one and total. By Proposition 4.5, For the right-to-Ieft direction of part 3 of Theorem 4.2, suppose that for some d E~+ and some @(Iol n) function q : N --+ N, 0-is a q-to-one, strong, total, associative, one-way function. Let h : N --+ N witness that 0-is honest. We may assume without loss of generality that h is total and nondecreasing.
Then the language {<x,y,z) E1:' I(j<x',y') E1:')[X'o-y' = z and maxjx '[, 1y'1}~h(lzl) and <x',y') is lexicographically greater than <x,y)n is in NP via a nondeterministic Turing machine that runs in polynomial time and on input <x,y,z) E1:' nondeterministically guesses a pair of strings <x',y') such that max{ Ix'l, 1y'1}~h(lzl) and accepts <x,y, z) if and only if <x',y') is both lexicographically greater than <x,y), and x'o-y' = z. Since 0-is q-to-one, there are at most q( Izl) such pairs < x', y'). Since 0-is honest via h, if z E im(0-), then there is at least one such pair <x',y'). Since, by Eq. (2), l<x,y,z)I:;o,lzl and since q is nondecreasing, q(1 <x, y, z) 1):;0, q(Izl). Thus the nondeterministic Turing machine described above has on any input w at most q(lwl) accepting paths. Thus the language in question is in PolylogP. Also, the language is not in P, since otherwise we could invert 0-in polynomial time via binary search.
For the left-to-right direction, suppose that P#PolylogP via a polynomial-time Turing machine M for which there exists a d E~+ such that for some @(Iog d n) function q : N --+ N it holds that for all XE1:', M has at most q(lxl) accepting paths. We may assume without loss of generality that q is total and nondecreasing. Adapting the construction of Grollmann and Selman [GS88] for creating a one-to-one, one-way function if P# UP, we can create a q-to-one, one-way function f: 1:'--+1:'. Choose eEN such that ee d. We then define g: N--+N on input n to be 2 n ' . By 1 1 Proposition 4.5, " [f,g] is (4q2(n) + log;; n)-to-one. Clearly, for some d' E a:R+, 4q2(n) + log;; n is @(Iog d ' n). By Lemma 4.7, "[f, g] is a strong, total, associative, one-way fnnction.
The argnment for part I is similar to the argnment for part 2 except that we lct r": L'-->L' be the identity. D
Conclusion
We extend a result of Rabi and Sherman [RS97] , who showed no strong, total, associative, oneway function is one-to-one. We prove that for every total, associative, polynomial-time 1 computable function": L' xL' -->L' there exists a d e N+ such that for each @(Iogdn) function h: N --> N, "is not h-to-one. We prove that this lower bound is tight. Moreover, if P = UP, then this lower bound is also tight when restricted to the class of strong, total, associative, one-way functions. We provide a complete complexity-theoretic characterization for the existence of strong, total, associative, one-way functions whose ambiguity approaches the lower bounds we provide, namely that P#PolylogP if and only if there exists a d e a:R+, a @(Iog d n) function h : N --> N, and an h-to-one, strong, total, associative, one-way function. Finally, we prove that no total, associative function over an infinite universe is constant-to-one, and that this bound is tight. We mention possible future directions. Do any of our results translate into average-case (i.e., cryptographic) one-way function theory? Also, as average-case complexity is to worst-case complexity, can we study average-case ambiguity as an alternate to the "worst-case" ambiguity defined and studied in this paper? What properties might associative functions with average-case ambiguity constraints exhibit?
